
  

 

To see the inventors live introduction to LOTS (CLICK HERE). 

LOTS™ 

Made by COPPLESTONE 

NEWS FLASH! 
SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DISCOVERED  
IN LAS VEGAS 

While playing Blackjack at the Las Vegas casinos, it was not long before I 
realized that the big winner at the end of each day was the house, the owners. 
Some of us would win a little, They would win a LOT! The reason they were 
winning, it occurred to me, was we were playing their games with their built in 
assurance of profit. THAT WAS IT! The Winning System (along the idea of - if 
you can't beat them join them) would be to somehow have the people playing my 
game. Since buying the casino was a little out of the question, creating the dice 
game LOTSTM was my solution. COPPLESTONETM is pleased to introduce our 
dice game LOTSTM . We have made every effort to realize in this game its classic 
potential. We believe after playing LOTSTM you will agree that we have 
accomplished our goal. Our success will be measured in the amount of your 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7Nzvym0glA


enjoyment, made visible by the size of your LOTSTM bank accounts. Good luck, 
and as the saying goes: 
When you are going to work; work hard. 
When you are going to play; Play LOTSTM. 

LOTSTM the Income-Investment Strategy Game 

Game (1) LOTSTM - Rules 
Object: Be the first player to advance your Place keeping Stamp from the Start 
Box, thirty-six spaces ahead to the Center Box for the win, (collecting as much 
cash in the process as possible). 

Game (2) HOUSE LOTSTM 
Object: Instead of trying to beat the other players to the center win box, each 
player is racing a House Player, who uses a House Marker and advances one 
space each time the dice are rolled. Play continues until each player completes 
his or her race with the house. 

Game (3) LOTS-STOCK&TAXESTM 
Observe the rules of LOTSTM with the addition of seven Investment Cards. 

In the beginning of each person’s financial life, hope springs eternal. The game 
LOTS™ encapsulates a year of that life in as few as thirty-six roles of the dice. 
The version LOTS-STOCK&TAXESTM additionally provides ways for players to 
have those earnings grow through any one of a number of investment 
opportunities, giving each and every player the chance to realize their financial 
hopes and dreams. 

Whether those hopes are modest or grand (that first thousand dollars or that first 
million), persistence here will give you your desired result. 

As professors of probability you earn your income on the LOTSTM canvas. You 
choose whether or not to use the Investment Cards. Pay your taxes; the rest of 
the cash is yours. LOTS-STOCKS&TAXESTM America's Game of Dreams. 

SUPER DICE GAME - 
FUN FOR THE WHOLE 

FAMILY 



LOTSTM challenge; 

Set the record for 

the fewest moves 

needed to go from 

the Start Box so the 

Win Box. 

 

LOTSTM challenge; 

Set the record for 

the fewest games 

needed to amass a 

million dollars. 

You know the BIG BANG theory... Once there was nothing. Then there was 
LOTSTM!!! 
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